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1. 

“Really!” Kinells voice echoed in the darkness of the vast sunken 

chamber, deep within the ancient tunnels where his people had 

survived the passing centuries. Here it was safe from the forbidden 

lands above, the cavernous subterranean landscape only visible to 

those who had evolved below, away from the war and famine. He 

suddenly stopped the dragging momentum with his hunting knife, 

scraping small circles along the sharpening stone, “Dafuq really 

said that?” The runner stood upright to attention, like the ancient 

stalagmites protruding from the rusting tracks, standing still and 

scared in the presence of such a legendary mountain of a warrior. 

His elongated whiskered nose twitched nervously as he stared at the 

warrior then handed over the rolled parchment order with a shaking 

hand. Kinell sniffed into his throat hard, spitting a thick dollop 

of snotty phlegm onto the smooth stone, slowly circling the blade in 

his hand against the stone once more, “shit, don’t give it to me 

mate, looks like I’m not the one in command anymore, give it to 

Dafuq, She’s the one with all the great ideas.” The sprinter 
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squinted down at the warrior sat on the rock with confusion, the 

sparse light cast from the small opening high in the crust above was 

still bright enough to cause him discomfort, “but…Captain Kinell, 

she said you are to advance to the first breakthrough with your 

scouting party and report back sir?” Kinell stopped sharpening 

again, this time he stood up and stretched his aching back with loud 

audible cracks, like fire crackers going off under his tunic. His 

frame was large under his sleeveless tunic, his strong arched 

muscular back supporting huge over evolved arms that hung like 

baboons from each bare shoulder. His snout was scarred and balding, 

vicious welts from neighbouring clan’s battle blades that ran in zig 

zagging slashes across the wrinkles on his face. One of his ears had 

been torn at the tip, causing it to flop askew slightly above his 

small tightly squeezed eye. Kinells fur was greying, but that gave 

him a more handsome, regal look, instead of the haggard look so many 

other rat-men seemed to carry. Maybe it was the size of Kinell that 

meant he could carry the ageing so well. He stared up at the 

cavernous ceiling, wondering on the shimmering stones above that had 

always encased his Burrow like a tight protecting, ever present 

cocoon. “Look Youngblood,” he boomed, placing both his worn callused 

hands on the young scared runner’s shoulders that barely reached 

Kinells mid-drift, “firstly I ain’t no sir okay, I never accepted 

the commission, and second, if Commander Dafuq reckons I’m going to 

take my men up that newly dug crater, under the glow of the waking 

hours, then she can personally give the order herself after she 

pulls her scrawny arse up that cliff and throws me a grappling rope 

line down. Okay?” Kinells grip was heavy on the runner’s shoulders, 

and he feared being crushed under the warrior’s shovel-like hands, 
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“you want me to tell Commander Dafuq to come up here and give you 

the order herself sir?” The runner stuttered, feeling his bladder 

weaken under the strain, and Kinell smiled, “that’s right son, and 

while you’re at it, tell her to bring her men up something more 

substantial to drink, this ditch water tastes like it was milked 

from a dying rock slug’s anus that had bled out.” He slapped the 

runner’s shoulders and smiled, sending him tumbling down the 

demolition slurry slope to the makeshift battle camp on the other 

side of Kinells site. He watched on amused as the runner slid down 

the slope, swinging from the stalactites like they were hand rails 

and then stumbled into the darkness of the crypt below. So today was 

the day then, Kinell thought as he cut free a handful of glowing, 

phosphorous fungi from the rock, and then stuffed the white shoots 

into his mouth eagerly, the orders have finally been written, he 

mused as he chewed on the shoots like they were chewing tobacco, and 

at last the Youngblood runners have been sent out to all the 

excavated network of ancient tunnel sites. This was good news for 

Kinell, he had long been overdue the order to advance up the 

excavation, and he had begun to wonder if the Protectors had once 

more chickened out on their threat to attack those Warnockers above 

who had been systematically destroying the burrow with their 

barbaric rituals. The sound of their machines still echoing in his 

head from the last attack, kachunka chunka chunka…kachunka chunka 

chunk. He growled, hatred growing in his belly again for these 

creatures-Their waking hours will pass soon, and when the darkness 

shrouds them, then we will attack the creatures while they sleep! 

Kinell laughed at this prospect, feeling for the sheath hung by his 

thigh, and unclipped the fastener, slaughtering the enemy while they 
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slept was the best way to kill. For him killing was fast and easy. 

He drew his sword from its sheath slapped against his thigh, 

inspecting it with a nod of satisfaction as he ran a grubby finger 

over the rough edge, vowing to do to Warnockers, what they did to 

his kinsfolk. The icy cold air whistled down from the fresh tunnel 

vent 400ft above, and Kinell shivered as he looked up at the 

polluted condensation dripping down the blackened, jagged obsidian 

walls. The water cascading from above was tainted, putrid, probably 

the reason for the crust dwellers to be drilling down for deeper 

supplies. The fabled wars above were probably the cause of the 

tainted waters. The heat in the subterranean chambers that had 

always shrouded them below, was now being chilled by the air from 

the vents above. So now they carried the hide of the rock slug to 

protect them from the elements that they were about to lay siege 

upon, high above the Burrow. Kinell bent down to pick up the rock 

slugs luminous hide by his boots, and made his way over to the rocky 

outcrop to were his exhausted men lay waiting for orders amongst the 

remanence of some long-forgotten god-like transport system. 

 The men were huddled together, protecting themselves from the chill 

of the caverns winds. “get some rest, the order to climb will be 

here soon,” he smiled and drew his sword high. His men turned to 

each other eagerly, “PROTECT THE PROTECTORS!” He roared up at the 

domed crust, and his men cheered, replying with their own roar, 

“PROTECTORS PROTECT!”  Kinell watched on for a moment, basking in 

the echoing chant bouncing from the volcanic walls, then lay down 

and rolled himself in the warmth of the luminous hide, and prepared 

himself for Dafuqs imminent arrival. This made him smile, going into 
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battle with his wife by his side was always worth a smile. He looked 

up and began counting the shimmering rocks of the Protectors above. 

  

2. 

Dafuq, newly appointed commander and chief of the three Burrows, sat 

in the towns darkened drinking den overlooking the settlement from 

the open window. At one time in history, long before the wars, this 

huge echoing sunken crypt must have been a place where those crust 

dwelling Warnockers above congregated to travel these tunnels, in 

god like machines that now lay decrepit and abandoned in mass 

elephant graveyards, rusting hulks of prehistoric achievements now 

being engulfed by the stalactites.  

As a child Dafuq and Kinell had wandered the tunnels as the echoing 

of the drilling machines above pounded their burrows, kachunka 

chunka chunk kachunka chunka chunk. They had chased each other 

through the rotting discarded rows of wonders from another realm, 

scaring each other with handed down stories from generation to 

generation as they wondered what sort of beast rode in such 

chariots. 

 “I heard when the Warnockers catch you in their kachunka chunka 

traps, they cut off your head and stick it on a pole” “yeh, well I 

heard that they skin you while you are alive, and wear your skin as 

boots!”  

Dafuq recounted their stories in her head, gazing over the rows of 

gutted ancient machines, deep in the underground vaults, as she 

slurped the dregs of the hot fungi broth from the pot, wiping her 
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mouth on her leather-bound sleeve. The thick pungent aroma filled 

the small bar inlet with a musty earthy smell, the peat brick 

burning under the cooking pot smouldered as it crackled. When we are 

done it will be the heads of the Warnockers that will be mounted on 

poles. she thought inhaling the fine stench of the broth. The orders 

had been given, and once her men had successfully scouted out the 

enemy above, the beasts who were responsible for the latest attack 

on his Subterranean burrow, then they would retaliate with 

vengeance.  

If those creatures above thought that stealing her burrows precious 

water was going to be a regular thing now, then they were sadly 

mistaken. The Protectors of the Burrows had thwarted several 

attempts from above over the last few centuries, but now it was 

becoming a regular occurrence once again. Only this time the 

technology used for their thievery was unknown to the Burrows 

Protectors, and the only way to stop them this time now was to 

attack back. Her men had been excavating sites beneath the enemy for 

a very long time now, burrowing up in multiple locations, and now 

the time was finally here, they were now ready to attack those who 

dwell in the brightness above.  

She nodded to the tender behind the bar and clicked her fingers, 

sliding the wooden bowl across the bar top “another over here chef” 

The chef nodded and scooped another ladle from the cauldron bubbling 

behind him.  

Dafuq, Like Kinell, was one of the few remaining battle weary from 

the first appointed Old Burrow Guards, and was now in charge of the 

three largest tunnels on the outskirt of the burrow. Her Company of 
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demolition men had successfully penetrated the crust high above the 

chamber, allowing the cold air and the brightness of waking hour 

above to pour into the excavated tunnel structure. This had 

unfortunately cost her burrow dearly, blinding many of the 

excavators during the initial digs, and losing several warriors to 

the savages above who had snatched them and then mutilated their 

corpses. Dafuq had never seen such hideous injuries inflicted on her 

people before, the mourning chamber had been filled with her 

comrades with whole parts of their torsos cut in finely dissected 

wounds. Other scouting parties, blinded by the sun’s rays, had 

returned several men short, with tales of brutal executions, 

sickening torture, and even warriors being torn from their bloody 

skins.  But precautions were now in place to protect every other 

warrior or excavator susceptible to the deadly rays from above 

during further tunnel excavations. The thick gauze goggle helmets, 

crafted and fitted by the burrows furrier, were now worn by every 

battle-ready warrior by order of Commander Dafuq herself. This gave 

her men a menacing silhouette in the shadows draped in the hide of 

the rock slug, like hooded blinkered falcons awaiting orders to 

strike. The hides, designed to protect the eyes from sunlight, were 

more a smooth shaved thin luminous see through pelt, rather than the 

thick hide of the mythical carnivorous creatures that Dafuq had 

heard were rumoured to be roaming the unknown sun scorched land 

above. 

  Today they would scale the cliff walls and infiltrate whatever lay 

beyond the caverns, pillaging their want, but taking no prisoners on 

the order of Dafuq.  
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“The High Protectors have proclaimed war then?” The chef asked as he 

handed Dafuq a second helping of the broth. Dafuq nodded, “aye, they 

have that chef, we scout when the light above dims” she lifted the 

broth, and began spooning it into her lopsided mouth. The angry 

campaign scar ran the length of her elongated hairy snout, down 

across her jawline and under her officer’s tunic - an unwelcome 

souvenir from a long-ago battle feud between the families of the 

three Burrows before they had all united against the common foe. 

“Then this one is on the house Commander Dafuq” the chef said 

pulling a flagon from beneath the bar, and scooping up two wooden 

cups, “PROTECT THE PROTECTORS!”  he toasted with a flirtatious wink, 

and Dafuq nodded, lifting the other glass, “protectors protect” she 

replied unenthusiastically for the umpteenth time that shift. They 

raised the glasses together and drank back the brew with a splutter, 

the best brew always left you short of breath. “How about you leave 

the bottle chef, I’ve got a feeling I’m gonna need it” the chef 

nodded, knowing exactly who she was referring to, and capped the 

flagon, before sliding it towards Dafuq, “is he still up there 

then?” his eyes flashed upward, then at the flagon. 

“oh he’s up there alright, probably getting his orders about now I 

expect” 

 

They both turned when the sweating runner entered the drinking Den, 

his breathing short and his whiskers twitching as he approached the 

bar. “Sir… Captain Kinell…requests your presence by the tunnel 

before he receives, or actions, any further orders given to him 

decreed by the High Protectors” 
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Dafuq’s head slumped with a grin as she grabbed the flagon of brew 

from the bar, “sure he does.” She reached around for her matted 

hair, “well then, Fuknoze, what are you waiting for, you better go 

prepare my mount Youngblood” She wrapped her hair around her fist, 

and tied it into a knot behind her head, ready for the ride. It 

elongated her snout and gave her a regal slender beauty, the scar 

only adding to the character of her noble features. 

Dafuq tucked the flagon inside her satchel between the order 

parchments, as her runner left her again, and then she stood up. Her 

riding jacket flapped down around the sword sheath against leather 

clad thighs, as she made her way to the exit. As she pulled on her 

riding gauntlets, she turned to the chef, “thanks for the broth 

Chef, how about you keep a bowl for my return eh” The chef nodded 

with a slight salute and watched as Dafuq’s slender figure left 

through the bar door wiping the broth from her alabaster and worn 

furry face, onto the back of her riding gloves. 

 Outside, Dafuq jumped from the platform down onto the rusting steal 

tracks that disappeared into the dark tunnel, and walked over the 

crunching stones to her mount. She nodded, then took the unhitched 

reign of her copper stained armoured charge from the shaking hands 

of her Youngblood Squire Fuknoze, who stood awkwardly by the wooden 

hitching post, and patted the back of her mounts head 

affectionately, “Hey Archie, how’s my favourite boy?” She patted his 

head once more, before swinging a leg over the saddle of her trusty 

Centistead mount– Archie Monny Feet. He reared up as Commander Dafuq 

pulled the stallions woven reigns tight, his many twitching blade 

like legs scurried erratically beneath her as if he were river-
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dancing his way into battle, and then they both disappeared like a 

winding shot up into the darkened catacomb tunnels ahead. 

 

 

3. 

Lantern Jack lay confused on the ground under the light of the moon, 

dazed and sore between the broken bits that were once his market 

stall: Jack Pipers Emporium, his animal skins obliterated and 

scattered around his smouldering wooden cart. The detonator cap that 

he had slipped onto the heavily concreted water well shaft, had 

blown almost an hour early, and nobody saw it coming, not even 

lantern Jack. One minute he was regaling the malnourished, and 

rather gullible crowd, with tales of his fur trapping heroics out on 

the wastelands, singling out the well-dressed young attractive 

blonde girl with dramatic stories from the other trading towns that 

he had traded in, the next he was being blown into the air by the 

explosive device he had planted on the water well across the far end 

of the market square.  

Water had erupted high into the sky like a magical fountain under 

the moonlight, before it cascaded down upon the stunned scattering 

villagers below in heavy discarded dollops of sludgy pungent 

sediment. Jack sat up blinking in the confusion for a moment, his 

animal pelts scattered and torn, when the young blonde girl he had 

just been talking to moments earlier, screamed out, and began 

pointing at him. He stared at the bedraggled girl in her torn summer 

dress for a moment before following her gaze down to his own 
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bleeding chest. There, under the moons dim glare, protruding from 

his black waistcoat, was a piece of timber poking from his rib cage. 

His garish tunic blossomed like a sprouting poppy around the 

splintered piece of shattered wood that had impaled him to the 

ground. He cursed the inconvenience, shaking his head as if he had 

spilt milk down his multi-coloured tunic, and reached for his fedora 

upon his head. When his fingers ruffled through nothing but his 

greasy hair, he realised his head was missing his beloved Drovers 

hat, and only then did he begin to panic. His eyes darted through 

the settling dust over the village square and scanned for his hat 

amongst the puddling sludgy well water, now soaking his scattered 

and destroyed stall inventory. Then he saw it, discarded by the 

screaming blonde woman’s feet, her dainty high lace boots ankle deep 

in the sludge. She was now hysterically pointing and 

hyperventilating at the same time as Lantern Jack tried to move, but 

he found the timber beam had skewered him to the straw covered muddy 

embankment, and no matter which way he rolled, he found he couldn’t 

move, much to her horror. 

 “Er, madam, may I be so bold as to ask for my hat please, its right 

there, by your feet- if it does you!” Lantern Jack smiled as a 

trickle of blood slid from the corner of his mouth, and pointed at 

his battered fedora. The woman, her lace hat now askew on her hair, 

with the golden ringlets hanging down, looked over her frilly 

petticoat down to the muddy floor as if it was crawling with snakes, 

then back to Jacks pleasant gaze. “That’s it madam, if you could 

just throw it this way, I would be much obliged!” he nodded eagerly. 

She slowly bent down to the hat as if it were about to jump up and 

bite her fingers off, then backed off, perhaps afraid to get mud on 
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her silk gloves, “time is of the essence here madam, if you could 

perhaps quicken the pace please!” he encouraged her as she paused to 

pick the hat from the puddle. “that’s it, wonderful, now if you 

could bring it to me, or throw it whatever you want, I would be most 

gratified” he continued, urging her on. She studied the hat, its 

fine animal teeth headband circling the leather cowboy hat, noticing 

several of the teeth within the stitching were actually missing, 

before she slowly edged forward with careful footfalls and passed 

him the beat-up thing. “ah thank you madam, you have saved my life, 

quite literally!” Lantern Jack slapped the Fedora on his thigh, 

removing the muck splattered on the brim and inspected the hat with 

a wince. Only nine left! He thought, before removing one of the 

animal teeth from the bands stitching and shrugged. The frightened 

woman stared at him aghast through her fingers, as he wiped the 

sludge from the shark-like tooth and then snapped it in two, 

proceeding to then pour the contents into his open mouth. Lantern 

Jacks closed his eyes with a deep inhaled sigh as she watched on in 

wide eyed confusion. “Oh…Mr Piper!” she gasped, around her, people 

dressed in steam-punked Victorian garb darted from victim to victim, 

as the towns fire bells rang, the panic around the stalls now 

contorting into anger, as they looked for someone to blame for this 

terrorist attack.  

Jack sighed a long-drawn breath, then opened his eyes again, 

shuffling his legs around to get the best purchase on the ground, 

then slowly grabbed the piece of timber that had made him a human 

kebab. His eyes blazed brightest orange and pulsed fiery red as he 

pulled himself to his feet, the gurgling suction from his belly 

burped and squelched as he pulled free of the bloody stake impaling 
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him to the ground, until he stood upright before the woman, who took 

one look at his eyes, and then his sickening wound, and fainted in 

utter horror as another bystander gasped “WIIIIITCH…he’s a 

WIIIIIIITCH!”  

Lantern Jack stared down at his gaping wound for a moment, his eyes 

still throbbing with the most intense brightest red reaction to the 

healing potion he had just taken, and watched with a smile as the 

hole in his belly shrunk to no more than an angry scar. None of the 

rest of the crew reacted to the serum in the way that he did, and 

they found it hilarious. Hence the name lantern Jack. He could light 

up a field like a bonfire on some occasions.  

The blonde girl was in a mumbling heap on the ground, a small 

trickle of blood appearing along her temple. Jack, the serum fading, 

cradled her head and swept back her blonde hair, “hey there 

princess, you’ll be okay, you just bumped your head is all. Do you 

know your name?” she looked up to the handsome cowboy and smiled, 

“Mavis…its Mavis” “well Mavis, it has been an utter pleasure to meet 

you, perhaps we can meet under better circumstances” he kissed her 

bloodied forehead and stood up, grabbing the arm of a passing 

flustered gent, and asking him to watch over Mavis, while he got 

help. Then he slid on his fedora, tilted it slightly, and then made 

his way through the frantic crowd as if it were a Sunday evening 

stroll.  

Time for plan B before Fritz hits the Fan - he thought, checking his 

communicator link on his wrist. No calls yet-good, no news is good 

news. His spurs chinged as he passed into the crowd now gathering 

under the kerosene torch light by the town square, quickly peering 
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over their shoulders for the briefest glimpse of what Fritz’s 

explosive timer device had done far too early. When he saw the hole 

in the armoured concrete lid, he knew exactly what was about to 

happen next, and simply shrugged his shoulders with the briefest 

gaze skyward, fixed his holsters, then made straight for the nearest 

bar on the streets corner.  

Jack turned briefly, staring into the cloudless darkening sky, then 

entered the swinging doors of the saloon, and walked to up to the 

concerned aging barman behind the emptying bar. The room was lit by 

several kerosene fire torches on the walls, the light dancing 

against each wall pleasantly, “tall glass of water please barman” he 

said, the barman raising an eyebrow at the stranger’s entrance, then 

slowly produced a bottle from below the bar, “what’s all the 

commotion outside son?” 

 “oh nothing much, looks like you got yourself a rat problem is all 

chief!” Jack began his routine, dropping a silver dollar on the bar. 

“a Twitcher problem?” the barman replied, pouring Jack a large cool 

drink, and sliding the coin into his palm quickly, “not here, place 

has been clear for decades!” 

“yeah sir, rats for sure,” Jack said tipping his fedora back with a 

finger, “I saw the same problem a fortnight ago passing through 

Hamelin town, rats everywhere!” he picked up the glass and inspected 

the fine liquid with a grin, then sipped it as if it were a fine 

forgotten wine, from a distant long ago. 

Outside, panicked onlookers were now gathering around the town 

square with torches lit, and gazing down into the darkness of the 
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huge sink hole where the towns reinforced water well bunker had once 

been, and now only the eager shadows lurked beneath. 

“Hamelin town?” The barman frowned, “I heard that place was burned 

to the ground, folks round here say the place was raided by nomads 

before it was wiped off the map” Jack coughed on his mouthful of 

water, savouring the pure taste and smiled with a tinge of guilt. He 

removed his hat and slid his fingers through his oily hair, “that’s 

because they didn’t take to my advice, wanted nothing to do with me 

and then ran me out of town so they did” he held out his hand, 

“Jacks the name, Jack Piper, though folks call me Lantern Jack” The 

barman hesitated, looking at jacks outstretched hand for a moment, 

“and just what advice would you have given a town overrun with 

Twitchers …Jack Piper?” he continued cleaning the schooner glass in 

his hand.  

The crowd outside had grown to almost the entire townsfolks, and as 

Jack lowered his hand, he heard the saloon doors swing open. When he 

turned, he saw the kerosene torch flicker against the wall as the 

wind blew in, “that’s the Witch there…tell them Mavis!” the man 

stood behind the sobbing blonde next to the man with the shotgun, 

“that’s the man I saw cast some sort of sorcery on himself…he’s a 

Witch, isn’t he Mavis!” she blew her nose on a handkerchief as the 

grumbling crowd gathered behind her, and nodded reluctantly. She was 

rather fond of the cowboy, especially after he had taken care of 

her.  

The man with the shotgun approached the bar cautiously, eyeing Jacks 

pistols suspiciously, his shotgun still pointing at the floor for 

the moment, “is that true sir, are you a sorcerer sent from over the 
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valley beyond?” someone in the crowd gasped at the mention of the 

word sorcerer.  

Jack laughed cautiously, holding up his hands, “I assure you sir I 

am most certainly not a sorcerer, I trade fairly and legally, the 

guns on my belt are raised only in self-defence.” He inched himself 

closer to the man, “as for being accused of being a Witch, well as 

you can see I am neither dead, not rotting” he spun himself around 

slowly showing no signs of being one of nature’s undead Witches that 

roam the ruined Metacity wastelands of a war long lost. “I’m afraid 

what the rather attractive confused young Lady may have experienced 

is a rather large crack to her noggin during that rather unfortunate 

incident at the well.” He gave a sincere look at the sobbing Blonde 

girl, and winked. Mavis blushed. 

 “I was fortunate enough to have merely been blown from my trading 

caravan, sustaining only a minor graze to my head,” he lifted his 

Fedora as proof, “however the dear lady was wandering the square 

dazed and confused, I simply asked if she required help in tending 

to the wound to her head, she must have hit it when she fainted.” 

She frowned for a moment, confusion creeping in, “but…but I saw the 

hole in your stomach…you were dead!” she began sobbing again at the 

image in her head. Jack lifted up his waistcoat and exposed the red 

welt healing on his belly, “A mere flesh wound madam, the wood 

missed me by inches, but alas pinned me to the ground. Can I ask how 

you are feeling now?” He looked as concerned as a father tending a 

daughter’s injury, “you took quite a knock!” he sympathised. 
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The man with the shotgun turned to his daughter, “he’s right Mavis, 

you need to get home and have mother clean your wounds” Jack Piper 

winked again, and she smiled back, her cheeks blossoming. 

 

“He reckons we have damn rats, Wilson!” the barman interrupted. 

“Rats?” The shotgun man repeated. 

“Yeah, says he saw Twitchers down Hamelin Town last week!” the 

barman added. Jack smiled, it was his turn to interject, “may I?” He 

lowered his hands and offered one up to the man with the shotgun, 

“Jack, Jack Piper at your service sir.” He smiled again and waited. 

The man with the shot gun hesitated, “Wilson,” he said outstretching 

his own hand, “Mayor of Reagans falls.” 

Jack smiled and shook the mayors hand tight, got this one in the 

bag! He thought. 

 

“Jack, what the hell is going on down there?” the static voice from 

the RattenFanger’s Captain crackled from the sleek wrist 

communicator beneath his cuff, much to Jacks horror, “Jack we have 

at least fifty or so climbers on their way outta the nest, you 

better have a good reason as to why you blew that damn lid off early 

fella because Fritz ain’t nowhere near ready on the pumps yet!” 

 Jack laughed uneasily as the Mayor broke off the handshake and 

lifted his shotgun. “what kind’a sorcery is this?” he said back-

stepping and aiming for Jacks belly. The crowd gasped as Jack 

stepped forward, “look, you’re right, I’m a …I am, im just a good 
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old fashion rat catcher who’s on the look-out for some business, not 

a wasteland witch, or a crafty nomad come to steal your water, so 

why don’t you all go back to your houses and…” but before he could 

finish his sentence, the Mayor pulled the trigger of his shotgun.  

 

Both barrels exploded to the gasps of the shocked townsfolk, 

shredding Lantern Jacks torso from ball-sack to belly in a bloody 

spray of slaughtered. He flew back against the wooden bar, slumping 

in a heap upon the splattered worn, wooden floor as Mavis looked on 

in horror, the man she had just been flirting with lay dying in a 

puddle of his own organs on the cold floor. The Mayor stared at the 

groaning figure stunned for a moment, before somebody in the crowd 

let out a blood curdling scream. 

“TWITCHERS...look, coming out the ground!”  

  

4.  

“Get up!” Dafuq ordered, kicking Kinell sharply in the ribs as he 

snored on the floor, “There’s been another breach in the south 

tunnel, we need to go…so let’s move it!” “Ugh?” Kinell grunted, 

rolling for his sword, “where?” he grunted again. “Doesn’t matter 

where, it’s not far, just get your men up and follow me!” Kinell 

blinked in the darkness, and saw Dafuq’s slender legs standing 

astride him, next to Archie-her trusty Centistead. “looks like it’s 

the water they’re after again, I’ve sent a squad ahead, but we’ll 

need you as well, so let’s move Kinell, while its dark top side” 
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 Kinell was already struggling to his feet, as were his men. “here, 

something for your men’s thirst” she tossed him the flagon then 

turned to tend to her mount, but he grabbed her by the waist and 

pulled her in close, leaning in closer to take a lungful of her 

platted hair, “and what about me? What do I get for my thirst?” She 

smiled, gently reaching down to his searching hands,” you get your 

orders, and a promise, no more than any other day!” she bent back 

his fingers and he winced playfully, retreating with the runners up 

prize of a flagon full of fire water. He unplugged the bottle, then 

took a mouthful, slowly gargling with it, before spitting the 

offering to the caverns musty floor, “protectors protect!” he 

muttered, then walked over to his squad and handed them the flagon.  

“leave sentries here, the rest gather your weapons, and your 

vengeance, then follow your Commander,” he turned and pointed to 

Dafuq, “Today we attack…PROTECT THE PROTECTORS!” he shouted, and the 

roar from his men echoed back, “PROTECTORS PROTECT!” They cheered 

and backslapped as their Commander watched on. 

 

Dafuq adjusted her position atop her mount, then held out an arm for 

Kinell, and he took a steady grip of the leather-bound arm, before 

taking his place behind Dafuq on Archie’s saddle. The Centistead 

objected for a moment, until Dafuq smacked his reigns, then he set 

off along the bevelled ancient rail tracks through the meandering 

tunnels, with Kinells men closely following. 
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Water gushed from the wall breach high above in deafening torrents 

of frothing thunder, falling hundreds of feet from a crack in the 

long grey stoned lined cylinder that had been built centuries ago. 

This was yet another of the newly excavated means the Warnockers had 

used to steal the burrows valuable water supplies long ago, one of 

over a dozen seemingly impenetrable ancient tubes that had been 

recently found. Destroying it would have meant exactly what was 

happening now, the water would flood the new tunnels before they had 

a chance to damn it up, and protect the Burrow’s inhabitants. The 

chamber around the unusual man made stone had been dug out and 

cleared now, and twinkling darkness could be seen high in the 

opening to the land above. 

 

“This is the moment we avenge all of our brutalised brethren from 

the monsters above,” Dafuq began as she dismounted Archie. “I want 

you all to fight with the fury and the vengeance that they cannot. 

Let no Warnocker survive, take their skins from their body like they 

have done to us. Take their treasures like they have done to us!” 

they cheered as Dafuq looked around the cavern at each of the 

warriors standing before her, “Take their heads and mount them on 

poles before you- let them think twice before they try and steal 

another drop of our water!” Another cheer echoed in the chamber. 

“PROTECT THE PROTECTORS!” Dafuq cried out, raising her own sword 

high, and every single warrior replied back. 

“PROTECTORS PROTECT!” 
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The frenzy of rat warriors began scurrying the wet walls around the 

cement tube that had been used centuries ago to pump the long dry 

reservoir above. Each Ratman carried his sword in his teeth at the 

ready - to strike out at the enemy the moment they broke the 

surface. At the front of the pack was Kinell, leading his men 

fearlessly as always, never letting doubt set in for any of his men. 

He would clear the surface breach and attack the first Warnocker he 

could see. As he neared the water spilling over the cracked tubing, 

he saw shadows and light moving above. He paused, lowering the cloth 

visor over his sensitive eyes, and turned to order his men to do 

likewise, then bolted for the hole without a moment’s hesitation. 

 The townsfolk of Reagans Ford stood aghast at the size of the 

creatures they had named Twitchers as they poured from the hole by 

the damaged well head. They were huge lumbering beasts almost 8 feet 

tall, with blades between their teeth and floppy menacing death 

masks hanging from equally grotesque misshapen furry heads. Some 

townsfolk simply fainted while others fled to the wooden houses 

along the main street. Several men had joined the Mayor and were 

blasting shotgun shells from outdated weapons stored in the 

jailhouse. But most shots missed their intended targets and simply 

ricocheted off the rusting metalwork. 

 Kinell watched on amused at these so called Warnockers, these puny 

inconsequential animals, as they fled from the battle ground and hid 

in the shadows. But Kinell and his men were much too fast for the 

enemy, much faster than the screaming fodder that greeted them on 

the surface, screaming and sobbing as Kinell sunk his blade deep 

into the first unfortunate Warnockers belly that happened to pass 
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his blade. He laughed at the screaming Warnocker as he lifted the 

creature up level with his own whiskered face to study. “why you’re 

nothing but a hairless worm!” Kinell laughed in disbelief as he 

peered through the protective mask. The wriggling ‘worm’ on the end 

of Kinells sword screamed in terror as the twitchers blade slid 

through him right up to the hilt, the beast’s foul breath filling 

his nostrils. 

 

Commander Dafuq emerged from the hole, peering through her bloody 

war-painted protective hood at the battleground that greeted her. 

She watched on as Kinell skewered two more feeble Warnockers on his 

sword, and was now currently stomping on one screaming victims head 

in a victory roar. Her hand flinched around her blade, but she 

returned it to its sheath satisfied, as the carnage of her attack 

echoed in the valley around them. “THESE THINGS ARE NO WARRIORS TO 

FEAR!” Kinell boomed in disgust as his men sliced down their fleeing 

victims. Dafuq remained still as more of her men emerged from the 

hole, slowly watching her conquering army take revenge on the many 

years of oppression by these feeble kinds. And as she stared up to 

the night’s sky and surveyed the magnitude of its horizons, she 

gasped in its awe. She had never witnessed anything remotely like it 

before in her entire life, never ending space above her, cool 

chilling winds burning her lungs with each breath. Slowly, she 

lifted the hood protecting her eyes as she began counting the stars 

in the night sky. She had no idea what she was looking at, as it 

crossed the night sky, but it filled her mesmerized heart with utter 

wonder, and she knew this was the place from where the protectors 
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truly watched from. Her heart fluttered as her eyes scanned from 

left to right across the never- ending horizon, and then back again 

to the floating chariot in the sky. The majestic machine floating 

effortlessly above her, as lights shone from its under belly. She 

thought it was the Protectors themselves gliding down to celebrate 

her victory against the Warnockers.  

Suddenly, a thunder clap exploded behind her, and pain instantly 

erupted the entire length of her jaw. She broke from her trance, and 

spun around to see one of the Warnockers pointing a weapon of sorts 

at her head, before she recoiled with pain erupting in her eyes. 

Next to the Warnocker, another held a bright flaming torch that 

blinded her momentarily. He had her beat, she was sure of it. But as 

he sneered down the barrel to take the second shot, she had already 

thrown her blade at the man carrying the blinding torch. The shooter 

took aim as Dafuq’s blade struck his sidekicks forehead, and he went 

down along with the flambo in his grip. The flames leapt high onto 

the shooter and he stumbled, firing high, the buckshot tearing at 

Dafuqs ear as it passed, and she ducked in confusion and searing 

pain, dropping the protective mask to the ground. 

 More thunder claps exploded from the dwellings surrounding them, 

and it was Kinell who shouted the orders to attack the fire sticks 

that now illuminated them. Dafuq stumbled away from the flames 

clutching her bloody head, and was quickly escorted by two of her 

men as they grabbed her and fled behind an old wooden outhouse 

structure. The flames scorched the dry grassland, torching around 

the wooden structures without hesitation. More gun fire erupted from 

the bar, and this time it was the townships Mayor and his posse who 
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were running from building to building taking aim at the huge 

creatures now prowling his town.  

Kinell ran across to his injured wife, counting at least fifteen 

Warnockers already split from shoulder to shlong laying on the 

grass. He knew another dozen or so had been corralled into the 

dwellings to the left, and to the right another group of screaming 

females had taken to the hills, and he quickly ordered his men to 

follow them. Dafuq was on her back behind the dwelling, blood 

seeping down her face from the buckshot wound to her temple. “you 

hesitated!” he said softly, kneeling down by her side and tending to 

her injury. “have you seen it yet?” she sighed, “Up there, have you 

seen up there yet?” Kinell ignored her, frantically binding her 

wound in cloth as she squinted towards the sky again. Blood was now 

flowing freely from the deep wound in her head “It’s magnificent 

Kinell, you have to take a look…its where the Protectors watch us 

from” she urged him quietly. “you took your hood off, are you 

blind?” he asked. “No, not by that, the flambo blinded me- not the…I 

don’t know what it is, but it’s wonderful, you should see it” Kinell 

wound the cloth tight over her bloodshot eye “I will see it through 

my hood when the war is won. Until then you need to keep yours on.”  

He stared at her for a moment, the one he had loved since childhood, 

and realised how fortunate they had been to still be together after 

all the fighting between the clans. Dafuq smiled as her eyes rolled 

in her sockets. “take the hood off Kinell, for me- and gaze on the 

wonder above” Kinell smiled back, “when I kill the last of these 

bastards for you, then I will gaze up to the Protectors… and see 

their true glory” She smiled, and squeezed his hand tight. Kinell 
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watched as Dafuq’s breathing slowed and then he lowered his head and 

kissed her forehead. “your fight is over Dafuq, I will lead your men 

to victory.” He sat for a moment, pushing the strands of bloodied 

hair from her face, then turned away. A glimpse of movement to his 

right caught his eye. The burning Warnocker who had killed Dafuq, 

was still smouldering and now running through the field carrying 

another bloodied fallen comrade, and Kinell wanted his revenge on 

the Warnocker more than he wanted anything else. 

 

Burning buildings lit up the evening sky, as chilling echoes of gut 

wrenching screams filled the valley, some gurgling, some pleading, 

but all suddenly falling silent like the one before. Victory was 

already theirs, but it had cost them their Commander. It had taken 

no time at all, yet Dafuq would never savour her victory. Kinell 

stood on the limp bodies stuck along his kebab blade, and began 

pulling the blade out. The bodies slurped and belched as the blade 

slid free of the intestines as they sprung from the fatal wounds, 

but he wasted no time enjoying the death of his enemy, for Kinell 

the hunt was on for another. And only when his head was paraded on a 

pole before his men, would he then gaze up to the resting place of 

the Protectors. 
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5. 

Jack Piper lay on the floor of the bar holding in the contents of 

his stomach as they oozed pink steaming slurry through his fingers. 

The old barman was at the door with his back turned, watching as the 

Mayor and his posse ran off to where the screams originated. 

Somebody is having a laugh at my expense for sure! Jack cursed and 

reached up for his fedora, this time snapping off two of the 

capsules from the band. His hands shook as he snapped the first and 

guzzled the contents, the second capsule he stuck under his tongue- 

just in case the barman wants a go! He looked skyward, as if someone 

was watching him, and winked. The healing potion took effect 

instantly, and his eyes once again burned brightly in their sockets, 

the fiery dance ablaze once more. 

 

“Jack? Jack…vhat da hell is happening down there?” his communication 

wristband crackled with the voice of a rather irate shipmate. “Not 

sure Fritz, listen can I call you back, now is not a good time for 

me…” he spluttered as the fire potion in his belly spread to his 

shredded crotch area. “I don’t care vhat kind of time it is, you 

have ten minutes to light the place up- ve are approaching the 

valley now!” Jack closed his eyes as the potion tore through his 

veins, erupting in his eyeballs like a lighthouse beacon. The red 

glare lit up the room as his body glowed with each pulsing repair. 

When he stood up he realised he was swinging freely in the breeze, 

torn fabric hung limply over his naked repaired flesh. The barman 

was now staring at Jack, slack jawed. “yeah, I know, impressive 

right!” Jack shrugged, his eyes still glowing like embers in a log 
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fire, “listen, you got anything I can…you know…protect the modesty 

with?” The barman stared for a moment, transfixed by Jacks blazing 

eyes, then pointed to the storeroom, “my overalls are in the back, I 

use them when I fix the lamps” he nodded to the street lights, and 

Jack nodded as another shot rang out outside, followed by more 

screaming. “Listen chief, if I were you, I’d head for higher ground- 

its gonna get kinda messy around here in a minute or two”   

 

The leather apron wasn’t much of an improvement for Jack, but it 

achieved the purpose, and Jack slid it over his hat and tied it 

around his waist, before returning to the bar. It stank of old 

kerosene used in the street lights that were now being 

systematically plunged into darkness by the Twitchers. The barman 

was still there, by the door, drying rag and schooner glass still 

hanging in his hand as he stood by the doorway watching the madness 

unfold outside. “would you look at the size of those ugly bastards!” 

he gasped as the first of the Twitchers began slashing his way 

through the gathering crowd, and extinguishing the street lights. 

“yeah, you should see the size of the bounty we get for each of the 

hides we skin too!” Jack said grabbing one of the torches set on the 

wall. “here, grab this!” he said passing the barman the torch to 

hold, “you catch those things?” the barman said aghast. “Yip, catch 

‘em, skin ‘em, sell ‘em…eat them too- you tried rat?” lantern Jack 

was loading each of his sawn-off side arms, and spinning them around 

his palms to get the feel of the gun grips again. A rat catcher 

always had to be ready. The barman was shaking his head bewildered. 

“yeah, you see these guys don’t like it when you fuck around with 
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their water supplies, it only takes a small rattle of the cage, or a 

small explosion, to get them agitated.” He slid the archaic side 

arms back into their worn holsters and crunched his knuckles, I’ve 

been hunting this clan for weeks now, say how would you like to make 

a quick fifty?” he smiled at the barman. Another gurgling scream 

split the night air as Jack waited for his response. 

“cash upfront” Jack pressed, rummaging in his pocket under the 

butcher’s apron for his purse containing the remaining silver 

dollars. “fifty shining spinners for half an hour’s work- whaddaya 

say?” he shook the suede back of coins above the barman’s nose. The 

barman smiled and dropped his schooner glass, fifty silver spinners 

was a month free of back breaking restock. “sure fella, what do you 

want me to do?” he took the purse from Jack and peered inside. 

Simple, I want you to be my decoy -Jack smiled to himself, “Just 

take the torch and light the way outta here friend. Don’t light it 

yet though, we need to find a good spot first” 

 

They took the back way out of the tavern, and made their way around 

the outskirts of the town. The screaming was now constant, with the 

erratic popping of gunfire echoing through the narrow alleys. More 

of the Twitchers were now pouring from the opening by the well, and 

Jack wondered how many more would climb up from their nest, 50? 100? 

This was going to be their best hall yet. “wait here!” Jack ordered, 

pulling up his sleeve to reveal his communication strap, “Fritz? You 

there?” the communications link crackled, then the static cleared. 

The barman slid into a darkened door way as one of the Twitchers 

appeared at the far end of the alley. “LJ- yeh, ve’re on our vay-
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vats the story?” Jack cupped his device to dampen the volume, ”well 

so far the tally is up on the last hunt, but I’ll need to light this 

lot up- they’re too organised, otherwise its gonna get messy” There 

was static again for a moment,” okay sounds good- just keep the vell 

clear- the barge is low on juice, ve need to refuel also”    

The twitcher at the far end of the alley stopped and turned, but 

jack wasted no time in pulling one of his sawn offs and readying 

himself. The pelt was valuable, so Jack aimed for the creature’s 

head as he approached the large beast grinning and moving fast 

towards him, growling under its breath “…WARNOCKER!” Jack waited for 

another second before pulling the trigger, sending buckshot 

scattering high and shredding the beasts face, stopping it in its 

tracks as it stumbled towards the barman. Its high-pitched howl 

reverberated in Jacks ears as he watched it slump against the wall, 

then slide down the wooden slats, leaving a bloody smeared trail to 

the ground. ”Okay, that’s the first of the night, come on, we need 

to get to the hole before it’s too late!”  The barman stared down in 

disbelief at the size of the Twitcher by his feet. He had seen rats 

before, some as big as pigs, but never these things. They wore 

uniform, and they spoke! “Did you hear that…it spoke! What the hell 

are those things?” he prodded the gurgling beast with the wooden 

kerosene torch in his hand, and turned to see Jack was already at 

the far end of the alley. “hey what the hell is going on? Who’s on 

their way?” he stumbled as he caught up with Jack.  

“Shhhhhh!” he pointed to the congregating Twitchers by the other 

side of the hole, then up to the night sky. “light the torch up, I 

need to give them something to head towards” the barman followed 
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jacks finger to a glowing dot on the horizon, skimming low over the 

mountain range. “see that? That’s the Rattenfanger- my barge. And my 

barge is heading this way to round up your infestation of Twitchers, 

before they get any ideas above their station in life. And for now, 

their station is down there, deep beneath your town. So, if you want 

to help me keep it that way, I suggest you light the bloody torch, 

and follow me okay!”  

The barman nodded, mesmerised by the thought of seeing an actual 

flying machine. Sure, he had heard stories about the sky wars when 

he was a child, and the battles fought high above the deserts, he 

just never imagined that he’d even witness seeing one here. There 

had been talk between the old guys in the bar that the town was 

actually an old refuelling station for the squadrons of war blimps 

heading out west to fight, but those were just old timer stories, 

drunken stories from drunken pilots, on the lookout for a free drink 

and a back slap. He lit the torch and followed Jack over the open 

ground to the stack of wooden crates overlooking the crater, 

opposite to where the Twitchers were climbing, “Okay, my boat is 

heading this way fast, I want you to light up that building over 

there, and that one over there” Jack pointed to the wooden 

structures on either side of the street, as several more twitchers 

revealed themselves from the far end of the pit. “that will give the 

Rattenfanger a clear indication of where the water well is, and then 

Fritz can start mopping up the mess down here- got it?”  Jack stared 

into the frightened eyes of the old barman, and saw the panic, “look 

old fella, if you don’t do this, all of this is gone, all of your 

regular’s dead-and these guys here,” he pointed to the rats, “they 
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move in-okay?” Jack waited until the barman nodded slowly. “good, 

now wait for my mark”  

The barman looked up to the sky, seeing that the light on the 

horizon was now approaching the outskirts of town. He could make out 

the large bulbous silhouette of the blimp war ship, lit by several 

beams of light, as it was propelled swiftly through the night air by 

two large fans beneath its wooden hull. Cargo nets and ropes were 

hung and slung over the sides of the wooden decking, and what looked 

like several men sat in large swivelling barber chairs, aiming large 

harpoons down at the surface. As he watched on, Jack was on his feet 

again, this time aiming his gun at another Twitcher, only this time 

the rat had appeared right next them on the near side of the water 

well. It was removing its hood, and seemed to be as mesmerised as 

the barman as it watched the night sky, oblivious to the ancient war 

machine approaching. Jack smiled, aiming for the Twitchers head 

again, and pulled the trigger. 

 

The Twitchers reaction was fast, Dafuq was no slouch, and the blade 

she threw was already hilt deep inside the slow barman’s head by the 

time Jack managed to get his second shot off. As the barman went 

down Jack felt the rush of heat up his leg as the torch was dropped 

to the ground, blinding flames engulfing him. He dropped and rolled 

to subdue the flame as the RattenFanger glided near to the outskirts 

of town. “okay jack light them up!” cracked on his communication 

device, but Jack was preoccupied with the flames now lighting his 

own kerosene overalls up. Not quite how I saw this playing out at 

all Jack thought as he lay burning on the ground. His flesh singed 
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then blackened as the fire bit into him. Pain didn’t seem to be a 

problem for him now, the potion seemed to have numbed his senses 

over the multiple regenerations, but he always cringed at each new 

way he found himself requiring repair. He crunched his teeth down on 

the capsule he had placed in his mouth earlier, for just this kind 

of mishap, and swallowed the healing potion once more. That’s three 

doses in as many hours! He didn’t wait to feel the effects of the 

regeneration, instead he grabbed the burning torch and then rolled 

to his feet.  

Jack ran for cover as his body smouldered and burned, over to the 

first wooden building he could see, sliding down the wall and 

crouching in the tall grass to catch his breath. But his lungs only 

filled with the stench of his cooked flesh and he recoiled with the 

odour as he tried to regain some composure.  

The screaming inside the building made that impossible, so he threw 

the burning torch inside, igniting the lace curtains that flapped 

through the smashed window. He tried to ignore the screaming from 

inside, but hesitated, the scream was familiar. It was coming from 

the cute blonde girl from the trading wagon. Jack looked up through 

his blazing red eyes and saw the RattenFanger now hovering by the 

town centre, readying their harpoon nets, then cursed. “That’s it 

Fritz, you’re dead on top now- you can let down the rig” He shouted 

as another scream echoed inside, and he slipped a look through the 

flames.  

Two Twitchers were inside the blood splattered room, where several 

bodies had been battered about and dismembered inside. 
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The first Twitcher had the Mayors gurgling wife in his hands, her 

feet kicking out in self-defence as she was lifted into the air by 

her throat as it was stretched from its tendons. Her petticoat was 

bloody and torn open, the blood pouring from deep claw marks raked 

down her chest as she pleaded for mercy. Beneath the beast, was the 

blonde girl from the wagon, the one who had been making eyes at him, 

only now she was screaming and cowering under the foot of the 

Twitcher, who had her pinned to the ground by her broken legs, next 

to the beheaded torso of her father. His head had been ripped clean 

from his shoulders and was now mounted on a pole that the second 

twitcher carried.  

Mavis, the blonde girl, looked up wide eyed, and pleaded for Jack to 

save her, pleaded for him to be her knight in shining armour, her 

last hope, and Jack smiled back with a wink. He wasted no time, 

jumping in through the window and raised both his sawn offs and 

fired off two shots that shredded everything in front of him within 

a twenty-foot diameter, including the Mayors wife, who’s head had 

just been popped from her shoulders like a grape picked from a vine. 

 Jack shot again as the second Twitcher went down. Another three 

twitchers were inside the house, stomping on the victims corralled 

into the next room and Jack realised he had little time to pull the 

Blonde from the carnage before the fire took hold. “Grab my hand 

Mavis!” he shouted through the flames, his eyes blazing furiously as 

the potion pumped through his burnt body repairing the constant 

burns to his flesh. “Mavis- right? Look Mavis we have to go…now!” he 

pleaded as she looked at him the same way she had at the market 

stall. “look, forget my eyes, it’s a healing drug is all- I picked 
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up a job lot from the Wasteland Witches…if we don’t move, we die. 

And I don’t have enough potion on me to fix that!” Mavis looked on 

at Jacks smouldering body, watching his skin repair itself, and 

slowly reached out from under the dead Twitcher to take his hand. 

“my legs…I can’t move my legs!”  Her legs had been snapped by the 

twitcher when he stomped on her while she wriggled on the floor 

watching her father die. Jack plucked two more of the teeth capsules 

from his fedora and snapped the end of one. “open your mouth- this 

will help you!” he ordered, but she hesitated,” Open your mouth or I 

leave you here to die!” he shouted, as one of the other Twitchers 

entered the room brandishing his huge sword above them. Without 

hesitation, he grabbed Mavis’s chin and forced both the potion 

capsules inside her mouth, hoping that at least one of them would 

work quickly, then he lifted her to shield himself as the blade came 

crashing down hard. Mavis convulsed as her back was sliced open by 

the blade, the blood erupting from her deep wound and splattering 

Jack as the Twitcher raised the sword for a second chop. “god no!” 

she cried out, as Jack pushed the sawn off against her belly, and 

looked at her, “trust me!” He smiled, and fired once, twice, three 

times. She jerked with Each shot as it tore through her innards, 

spraying Jack in crimson until the shots finally broke through and 

peppered the Twitcher standing behind her in hot buckshot. Mavis 

convulsed again, her own eyes now blazing the same fiery red as 

Lantern Jacks. The empty gun chamber clicked, and she looked down at 

her killer through her burning eyes in utter disbelief, as he winked 

back at her through equally bright burning peepers. “you still with 

me?” he asked, then he threw her onto his shoulder, her matted 

bloody blond hair cascading over his chest, as she nodded. “Good, 
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hold on tight” he added, and then climbed back through the open 

window as the flames enveloped the room. She gasped what she thought 

was her last death rattle, and slumped over his back into a blurry 

nightmare- I thought you were going to save me!  

 

Once they were clear of the burning house, he checked her gaping 

wounds, relieved to see the potion was already healing them. “you’ll 

be fine missy, just take it easy ok” she looked up at the handsome 

cowboy, wanting to kiss her saviour all over, then closed her 

disbelieving eyes. The rest-bite was short lived however, the 

Twitchers were on their way, and he quickly slung Mavis back over 

his shoulder as he ran through the field towards their salvation- 

The RattenFanger.  

 

6. 

The RattenFanger slowed and hovered in the night’s sky above the 

town square, its two huge fans blasting the sand up in vicious dust 

devils beneath it. The hydrogen balloon swayed under its rope 

tethers as the large metal drilling ‘A’ frame was lowered onto the 

refuelling water well. At the rear of the floating sky barge was 

piles of scraped and cleaned Twitcher hides, tied into neat bundles 

ready for sale. Drying Twitcher meat hung swinging from hooks along 

the deck, making it look like a medieval butcher barge. Now that the 

concrete structure below had been destroyed by Lantern Jack -the 

scouting party, the water well was easily assessable for tapping. 

The three sentry men sat on the decks harpooning chairs overlooking 
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the battle ground below, picking off their victims one by one with 

controlled, precise shots. The more menacing Twitchers below, got a 

swift bolt fired into their heads, before the collection nets were 

fired over them for pick up. The other men, including Fritz, 

controlled the blimp from the flight deck, making sure the 

RattenFanger remained steady as they began pumping the precious 

stolen water from deep beneath the well head. Not only was it a 

necessary resource for the men’s survival, it was also manufactured 

into Hydrogen for the War Blimp to remain air-born.  

The upside for turning up at old refuelling stations on their quest 

across the baron wastelands to pillage their supplies, was a rather 

fortuitous find. During the first test of the drilling Derrick’s 

hypnotic pounding pumps, they had realised that it caused the 

Twitchers to surface from their underground solace, and they found 

the creature’s hides made for excellent bartering at each of the new 

townships they happened to pass. Live-stock above ground was scarce, 

so the weaker ones were sold off for grazing stock, food, and 

trinkets. 

  

“LJ- you still there?” Fritz put out the call out on the 

communication device as the derrick began pumping the water through 

its long tubes dangling through the well. Kerchunka chunka 

chunk…kerchunka chunka chunk…kerchunka chunka chunk boomed 

hypnotically from the pump below, as the Twitchers fled the flames 

now engulfing the town, but Lantern Jack did not reply. 

“WARNOCKERS DIE!” could be heard below over the booming of the drill 

as primitive spears flew up and clattered against the underside of 
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the Rattenfanger. Grappling irons and other weapons twanged off the 

Blimps hull as the Twitchers tried desperately to attack the 

hovering barge. But as they closed in, they were fired upon by the 

armed men leaning over the rails. Harpoons began reeling up the 

first of the captured twitchers for slaughter, like huge land locked 

whales, brought up from the ocean. The decks ran red with their 

blood, as it poured over the edge back down on the warriors below. 

Once the crew of the RattenFanger had hacked off the Twitchers 

hooded heads, they simply threw the gasping victims down upon the 

attacking hoards below. It was a bloodbath, skymen against cavemen.  

 

Fritz checked the dials on the water storage silos below, and slowed 

the pumps to half speed, “how many hides ve got now?” he shouted up 

to his bosun over the torturous screams from the Twitchers. “thirty-

five, with six squealers in the cages. Another dozen should be more 

than enough- we can always come back!” Fritz nodded, “okay, begin 

the clean-up, the natives are getting restless… and try Jack again, 

ve vill give him ten minutes more” 

 

7. 

Jack carried Mavis over the open ground, fleeing from the burning 

building, as the potion pumped to every extremity of his body. 

Behind him, two Twitchers with swinging swords raised high, closed 

in. Above him the drilling derrick pounded away, pumping up the last 

intake of water required to fill their tanks, and then continue the 

flight west over the snow-covered mountain tops. But all that Jack 
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was really focussed on was the cargo nets being shot from the 

harpoon guns above. If he could just make it to one of the nets, 

then they would have a slim chance of evading the beasts behind 

them, because his guns were now empty, and his hat was no longer on 

his head. There were no lives left, this was for real now. 

Mavis stirred on his shoulders as Jack made a frantic call to Fritz, 

and she began hitting him with rolled fists against his head. “fuck 

sake Fritz, drop me a line now buddy or I’m finished here!”  He 

struggled to keep her still as she fought him, “Quit it…I’m trying 

to get us out of here Mavis!” but when she glanced over her shoulder 

she realised why he was running, and stopped struggling. The field 

was now filled with at least a dozen Twitchers, all wielding large 

swords and other sharp implements. The communication device on Jacks 

arm crackled but she could not make out what was being said. “Put me 

down damn you!” she choked, as his shoulder repeatedly knocked the 

wind from her belly. “I can’t breathe…I can’t…” she was now gasping 

for air, clawing at her throat. Something was stuck in her windpipe. 

Jack stumbled, tripping up on the weed grass sprouting underfoot, 

“sure I’ll put you down princess, if you cease that whining of 

yours!” two sudden shots rang out from the RattenFanger above, 

followed by the thud of a cargo capture net landing nearby.  The 

twitchers were almost on Jack when he threw Mavis from his shoulders 

onto the ground.  She landed with a squeal, dislodging the something 

stuck in her throat into her mouth, as Jack shouted into his device, 

“ok we’re in, take it up…take it up now!” The net folded up on 

itself and lifted from the ground, and Jack gave her a wink. “see 

that’s how you save the princess!” He leaned in for a kiss as the 
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cargo net lifted them high into the air, and she obliged as the 

RattenFanger lurched erratically above them.  

Jack stared into Mavis’s wide blazing red eyes as they held the kiss 

for a moment in the swinging net, then saw the terror in those red 

pools of light as something struck him on his back. It took his 

breath away as he was yanked backwards from the net with force. 

Mavis could only watch on helplessly as she was pulled up to safety, 

while Lantern Jack was pulled back down to the baying mob of 

twitchers below the RattenFanger. 

 

8. 

Kinell had chased the burning Warnockers across the field, followed 

by several more of his men as they poured from the burning dwellings 

around them. He had ordered the others to reclaim the dead, 

including their commander, who would be buried as a hero back in the 

burrow. He had little time to process the image of the huge god like 

structure hovering above them as it sounded off the familiar taunts 

of war, but he did hear the kachunka chunka chunk of its war drums 

as they stole his burrows precious water. 

 They threw spears at the machine, tossed grappling hooks at it, 

even threw the bodies of the dead Warnockers up at the hovering 

menace, but there was no way of actually setting foot on its deck. 

Kinell grabbed one of the Warnockers headless corpses laying on the 

blood soaked ground, and threw it with all his might at the war 

blimp, and watched as the limp ragdoll flew straight into the blades 

of the fan underneath the flying barge. It shook violently, leaning 
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to one side as the body was diced in the blades of the fan, sending 

torn body parts spewing from the other side. But Kinell watched as 

the Warnocker still managed to reach the rope hammock slung below 

the floating machine. He cursed, making a desperate lunge for the 

hairless devil as he became airborne, smelling the aroma of the fine 

burning flesh wafting across the air. He wondered how their meat 

would taste roasting over a pit, and grinned as he jumped high, 

swinging his sharpened sword up at him. The blade skewered through 

the Warnockers back as he was plucked from the ropes and brought 

back down with Kinell, tumbling amongst the masses of angry Rat 

folks. The sound of the derrick drilling ceased, and cries from 

above to cast off echoed down. 

The Twitchers cheered, shaking their weapons in the air as the 

RattenFanger lifted off, its huge A frame derrick separating from 

the well and poured what was left of the water onto the cheering 

Twitchers below.  

“THE COWARDS FLEE-THE WARNOCKERS FLEE!” Kinell roared, lifting 

Lantern Jack from the wet soil and parading him high in the air, 

snapping Jacks arms behind his back as he cried out, “PROTECT THE 

PROTECTORS!” Kinell unfastened his sheath, as they all roared back, 

“PROTECTORS PROTECT!”  

Jack squirmed helplessly in Kinells vice like grip, as he watched 

the Twitcher pull out his large ornate knife, the one he had been 

circling on his sharpening stone for just an occasion. He spoke 

softly sliding the knife up to Jacks neck and took hold of his 

greasy hair in a tight bunch, “VICTORY FOR DAFUQ!” Lantern Jack 

glanced up at the RattenFanger one last time and smiled as the knife 
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tore through his flesh, slicing through his carotid vein in a gush 

of hot pumping blood that flowed and spilled over Kinells chunky 

knuckles, then down onto the beast’s forearm. Jack closed his eyes 

tight and swallowed, choking on the hand clasping his windpipe in a 

death grip as the blade sawed through the last of the severed 

tendons that held his twitching body to his neck, “VICTORY FOR 

DAFUQ!” Kinell said softly into Jacks ear, as the crowd cheered and 

Jacks body separated and fell to the ground in a broken heap. 

 

“WE WILL BURY OUR DEAD IN THE MOURNING CHAMBER TONIGHT, AND 

CELEBRATE OUR VICTORY!” Kinell pulled a spear sticking from the 

ground, and mounted Lantern Jacks head on its bloodied tip, holding 

it aloft with the other heads being displayed, and watched as the 

RattenFanger turned and left the burning town far below it. 

 Dafuq was right, it was a magnificent sight to behold. He watched 

the sky for a moment, gazing on the twinkling stars above, then made 

his way back to the hole. 
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9. 

Commander Dafuq lay in the mourning chamber deep in the burrows 

tunnels. The offerings of victory circled her corpse as the heads of 

the dead, perched on their sticks, gazed down upon her, with hollow 

empty eyes set in eternal obedience. This was a true warrior’s 

burial, a remembrance of her glory during battle, her enemy now 

bowing by her side for eternity. She had silenced the Warnockers, 

and sent them west on their flying machine. Kinell sat at the altar, 

his head bowed in respect for his partner, in silent prayer for the 

men lost at her side. 

“Commander Kinell” a nervous voice broke the silence behind him, and 

he turned to see the Youngblood runner, with the twitching whiskered 

nose. “Sir, the scouting party above has set eyes upon the wounded 

flying machine on the far side of the burrow sir, your men want to 

know what your orders are sir?”  Kinell rose slowly, arching his 

back to the audible crack of his spine under his ceremonial tunic. 

“Prepare my mount Youngblood, and tell them we attack at dawn!” 

Outside the chamber, Archie Monnie feet was clad in its battle 

armour, ready to ride into war- with Commander Kinell front of the 

charge, and he took the reins and then mounted the Centistead, 

giving one last glance back to the mourning chamber, “what’s your 

name Youngblood?” the young nervous Squire looked up from his own 

mount and replied, “Fuknoze sir” the twitchy runner replied. 

“Well Fuknoze,” Commander Kinell smiled, “Guess we’ll make a fine 

warrior out of you yet!” He cracked his whip and disappeared into 

the tunnels alongside his trusty Youngblood Squire. 
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Behind them, the mourning chamber lit up as if it was on fire, 

dancing shadows of flickering bright red flames engulfed the 

entrance walls as they intertwined-  

Lantern Jack Piper opened his flaming eyes wide, finding himself 

perched high on a ceremonial spear, in a rather undignified 

situation. “well this is just great, where Dafuq Kinell am I now!” 

he croaked as his eyes blazed brighter than they had ever done 

before. 

 

 

 

  


